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	Learning Objective: Students will master playing a steady pulse -- even when other musical elements are changing.
	Guiding Question: How do we make sure to keep a steady beat, no matter what?
	Differentiation: - Students can offer peer assessment to help one another.- Learning board helps make sure that all students stay together as an ensemble.- Custom assignment settings can reduce the tempo for students who are struggling.
	Homework: Assign "Coiled" to the class at a tempo that allows them to master the steady pulse. Use a custom rubric as necessary to evaluate dynamics, articulations, and other elements. 
	Teacher Name: Teacher Name
	Subject: Subject
	Date: Date
	Demonstration of Learning (Assessment): Students will perform Bob Lipton's "Coiled" both in class and at home with SmartMusic. They will demonstrate their ability to play a steady rhythm over the same pitches, stepwise motion, with varied dynamics and articulations.
	Hook: Frame the lesson by having students transcribe the learning goal from the rehearsal slide projected on the board. The rehearsal slide should also summarize the activities for the class and can include the homework assignment.
	Activity: Warm up: begin with a well-known scale in quarter notes. Use a metronome marking a steady pulse as the ensemble plays.Expand the warm up to other scales, and begin making the pulse faster and slower.Then, start changing the rhythmic division of the pulse. Try scales on eighth notes, then on half notes. The steady quarter note pulse should remain.
	Assessment: 
	Wrap up: Exit slip: have students complete a simple exit slip that asks them to read the learning goal they wrote down at the beginning of class and offer suggestions for the next lesson. Check that students understand a steady pulse is present in music even when the rhythms in a particular part do not emphasize that pulse.
	Objective: 
	Standard: 
	Standard 2: NAfME 2014 Ensemble Standards
	Activity 3: Add one musical element at a time to build "Coiled" from a rhythmic exercise into a full piece. Start with pitches and bowings, then add dynamics, then articulations. At each stage, make sure that the rhythmic pulse stays consistent.Continue rehearsing "Coiled" for the rest of the class.
	Activity 2: Practice performing with a steady pulse on an open D. Use the following rhythmic patterns from "Coiled":- Steady repeated eighth notes- Syncopated ostinatoUse a metronome to reinforce the steady beat. Sections can also offer peer assessment to each other during this activity.
	Objective 2: - Perform expressively, with appropriate interpretation and technical accuracy, and in a manner appropriate to the audience and context.- Evaluate and refine personal and ensemble performances.- Support personal evaluation of musical works and performances.
	Assessment 2: Students will perform "Coiled" both in class and at home with SmartMusic to demonstrate their ability to play a steady rhythm over the same pitches, stepwise motion, with varied dynamics and articulations.
	Notes + Materials 2: During the lesson, make use of a "learning board." Draw three columns on the board and label them "To Learn," "Learning," and "Learned." Using post-its or magnets, create the various subtasks for each activity so that students can move skills between columns as the lesson progresses. For example, "steady pulse on syncopated ostinato" might be a post-it for the second activity. "Keep a steady pulse while also performing with dynamic contrast" might be a post-it for the third activity.
	Notes + Materials: - SmartMusic Free, including assignments and custom rubric- pencils- projector and device for putting SmartMusic on the board- metronome- tuner
	Title: Steady Pulse + Young String Players


